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Introduction
[3] One kind of inverse method is data assimilation, which combincs model physics with observations to pro-[] tt is not possible to completely observe the global vide a better picture of the ocean than can be dcduced From ocean but remote sensing has made it easier to measure sea either alone [Anderson ct at., 19961 . Data assimilation surface properties over large regions. The observation th e ane ro n numerica modelation prolemiseve gratr fr he eafoo. Athoohbotom techniques range from nudging numerical models with problem is even greater for the seafloor. Although bottom observations to direct assimilation of observations using friction is not critical to understanding the dynamics of variational approaches [Le Dinet and Talagrand, 1986 ; ocean currents in deep water, it can be important for both Bennett, 1992 , Berlino el al, 2003 . Data assimilation has currents and waves in the shallow water over the continental been used to improve numerical wave forecasts by nudging shelf. When the water depth is less than the deep-water wave models with observations From wave buoys and wavelength of wind-generated surface waves, bottom friction remote sensing [O'Rei/I/v and Guza, 1998 ; Holthitisen can produce observable changes in the surface wave proper-et al., 1997: Bid/ot and Hol, 1999, Greenslode. 20011 . In tics (most obviously, dissipation of wave energy as waves addition to its use in improving wave forecasting, assimipropagate) as demonstrated in recent work [Shereniet and lation has also proven useful in estimating water depth using Stone, 2003; Ardhtin ei al., 2003; Kaihatu and Sheremet, inverse techniques [Dahrv nle et at., 1998; g rli, 1998; 2004] . These changes can be observed remotely, as can invere techniques 8[D an d et rat, apprilche ar8 other ocean sturface properties like wave energy spectra and iacket-inan et at., 1998]. and iterative approaches are tmproasurHowever,whenonlysurface propery s a are necessary for depth inversions based on numerical wave temperature. Hlowever, when only surface properties are mdln Kneyc t, 20] available, it is problematic to detenninc the causes of the modeling [Kennedv et al., 20001. available,itisproblervedchanges.ehcauses of these diff [4] Data assimilation requires that some assumptions be observed changes. Because of these difficulties, ocean made with respect to the relationships between the data and scientists have begun to utilize inverse techniques, which mdlprmtr en netgtd ueia vv can improve our knowledge of physical processes from model that inenomena sucal an observations.models that includ physical phenomna such as shoaling, dissipation, bottom friction and refraction can permit a '0ceanography Division, Na%al Rescalch Laboratory. Stennis Space comprehensive examination ofcomplex processes. However. (enter, Mississippi. USA. in order to use a numerical wave model in an inverse [Sun el al., 2001; Weisse and Feser, 2003] but it is important contains the key parameter of interest. We use tile SWAN to test tor consistency in the selection of key parameters (Simulating Waves Nearshore) model, which includes terns when complex models are used [Beck, 1987;  Feddersen et for refraction, reflection caused by currents and water depth, al., 2004] . Water depth is one key parameter in numerical wave breaking, dissipation by bottom friction and whitewave models for shallow water studies and a second one is capping, wave-wave interaction, and local wind generation. the bottom roughness. which contributes to both bottom Recent versions of SWAN also calculate diffraction, but friction and dissipation. they were not used in this study. SWAN incorporates depth-[5] This study focuses on retrieving the bottom roughness induced breaking but it is turned off for this study. White length kh using an inversion method based on a numerical capping. wind input, and nonlinear interactions are also wave model. Detennining the appropriate distribution of turned off. bottom roughness for a given wavefield with a numerical
[n] The SWAN wave model represents surface waves wave model requires the following conditions to be met: with the two-dimensional wave action density spectrum (1) the model equations must capture the physical relation-N(o,O), where a is the relative frequency and 0 is the wave ship between bottom friction and the wavelield; (2) it is direction [Booij el al., 19991. The wave spectrum is necessary to have a dense set of observations; and (3) the described by the spectral action balance equation: solution must be unique tbr the selected key parameter. The numerical wave model must include a bottom friction ON S dissipation term in the model equations that explicitly 1 r(I) represents the nonlinear damping of wave energy caused by bottom roughness (condition I). We use a numerical where: V --the gradient operator in x, jr, 0, and aT; (' the wave model to produce a database that represents a dense group velocity; and the source term S is given by S -Shl i set of observations (condition 2). We will meet condition 3 S ,,,.,. For a discussion of the other source terms S,,,,,_,, the by demonstrating that the inversion works for small bathy-interested reader is referred to Booij ct al. [1999] . The bottom metric errors because the influence of water depth on the friction term Sj,, is defined by: waveficld is distinct from that of bottom friction.
[6] This paper describes an inversion method for detera ( ) mining the bottom friction field in a coastal area for which
the bathymetry is known. The purpose of the technique is to learn more about the bottom using the physics of energy where: g = the gravity constant: k wave number; d = water dissipation by bottom friction. The method utilizes a depth; and Ep = the energy density. The drag coefficient (t,, numerical wave model in an iterative procedure similar to is given by (',,- log 0 J included in the inversion. We will demonstrate that this approach can be used ifthe key parameters are well defined.
[io] Equation (3) contains the near-bottom excursion This study will focus on wave height because it can be amplitude al, and the bottom roughness k,,. The bottom measured by both in situ and remote observation methods. friction formulation used in this study is the eddy viscosity This inversion method is intended for use with dense data model of Aladsen et al. [1988] . Three values of the sets from remote sensing, including satellites and coastal roughness length k,, are used: 0.005 m, 0.05 in, and radar systems [e.g.. Haus, 2007] . However, no such obser-0.07 mn. Sensitivity tests with the wave climate used herein vations were available for this study, so these data sets will showed that for larger values ofk,, there is an effective cap be represented by a series of control runs using a numerical on the bottom friction term for the Madsen formula. A wave model. The inversion procedure will then attempt to roughness length k, of 0.05 m is used as the background reproduce these wavefields while recovering the original value in all of the simulations because it is a typical value bottom roughness distributions, associated with ripples on the inner shelf.
[7] Section 2 describes the numerical wave model used in
[ii] SWAN integrates (I) with finite differencc schemes this study and the model setup for the different cases for time, geographic space, and spectral space. A curvilincar examined. Section 3 presents the inversion method and grid (Figure 1 ) is used for the prognostic wave calculations section 4 discusses the results for retrieved bottom friction by SWAN and the waveflields are output on a uniformly fields. Section 5 examines the sensitivity of the inversion to spaced grid (hereinafter termed output grid or 0G) using noise and unknown errors in bathymctry and section 6 bilincar interpolation, which is incorporated within SWAN. discusses some of the issues inherent in applying this The OG is representative of remotely sensed or measured approach.
wavelields. Nodes on this grid arc denoted i,, and., along the x (casting) and v (northing) axes, respectively. A 2. Wave Simulations uniform output grid is more convenient for processing the wave height and wave height error fields. The use of [s] The approach described in this paper does not depend different calculation and output grids introduces some on the wave model used but it is necessary that the model interpolation errors, which are considered acceptable for 
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increase environmental noise that is not explicitly addressed in this study. A background (i.e., regional) bottom rough- Figure 1 . Baseline model bathymetry. The coastline is on ness is assumed known in order to increase the speed of the north side of the grid (top of page).
convergence to solution, but it is not required by the method. [14] There are two types of geological features used in the the simple wavetields considered herein. The wave height simulations, bottom type (friction features) and bathymetry. error analysis and model correction computations are The friction features, which are on the order of 100 km 2 in performed on a curvilinear grid (hereinafter called the area, represent variations in bottom characteristics such as analysis grid or AG). The analysis grid must be identical bed forns and sediment type. The spatial scale of sediment to or comprise a subset of the computational grid. In this heterogeneity varics but mud banks can be as much as study. the curvilinear analysis grid is created by using every 1800 km in extent [Anthonv ef al., 2002] whereas individual third row and column from the curvilinear computational ripples are much smaller. The value of k, used for these grid; thus the number of cells is decreased by a factor of features in the model represents spatial averages of ripple nine, which does not introduce interpolation error but there fields. The friction features are simplifications of these is a loss of information on the AG. Nodes in this grid are bottom types that use only binary friction values (e.g., k, = denoted by i,, and j,, along the casting and northing axes, 0.07 m or 0.005 m). This simple structure is unknown to the respectively, inverse method, which does not utilize inlormation about the [12] The setup for SWAN is the same for all experiments, parameter distribution in its solution. Therefore the inverse except for the bottom roughness distribution and bathyme-solutions comprise a range of values rather than binary. The try. The computational grid spans 88 km along the x axis bathymetric depressions represent features like drowned with 176 cells having a unitbrm spacing of 500 m. and river valleys and the elevated areas, which have horizontal 25 km perpendicular to the coast (v axis) with 43 cells dimensions of less than 3000 m, represent shoals and sand whose dimensions decrease from 1000 m at the seaward ridges [McBride and Moslow, 19911 . margin to 100 in at the coast (Figure 1 ). The resulting
[15] A total of eight cases are discussed in this report bottom gradient of 1.5 x 10 3 is between that of the U. S. (Table 1) . These examples illustrate how well the inversion middle-Atlantic shelf (less than 1.1 X 10 2) and that of the can recover an unknown bottom roughness distribution. Gulf of Mexico (approximately 6 x 10 4). The computa-Case (I) is a trivial simulation that has no variations in tional grid has a stretched .v coordinate because wave bottom friction or the bathymetry in Figure I . It is used to damping is insignificant in deeper water and thus high compute the influence matrix as discussed in section 3.1. resolution is unnecessary there. A uniforl grid with a cell Cases (2) through (5) (5) and (6) introduce ient Iactor of 3.3. The mean wave height is I m and the random noise into the wavefield to determine if the inverwave source direction is oriented 300 from shore normal sion can recover a bottom roughness field that includes a (coming from south southeast). There is no smooth and low-friction patch. Case (7) incorporates an unknown emrealistic way to specify a lateral boundary condition for bayment that represents a large error in bathymetry, and this grid orientation in SWAN. The western and eastern case (8) includes unknown localized bathymetric highs boundaries use no wave forcing, which means that the (amplitude = 0.5 2 m) as well as a patch with reduced predicted results are invalid fbr x greater than 60 km (see bottom roughness. Figure 1) . A directional resolution of 5' is used. Depthinduced breaking is represented in the wave model and 3. Inversion Method would not be a problem if it were included in both the control and inversion runs; however, it is turned offt for this
[16] The inversion described in this paper relies on study because the spatial resolution of the grid (e.g., grid computing a large number of solutions using a numerical wave model and finding the optimal solution by minimizing to a row in in IM. where m -I ... na x ma. The elements of the error in thc model-predicted significant wave height. IM are then found by repeating the following steps fbr each The penally in tenns of slower calculations is considered point on the AG, or row in in IM. acceptable because it is possible to improve the numerical [sl I. The bottom roughness length at cell (t,,.,,) technique later to increase efficiency. One advantage is corresponding to row in is modified from the initial estimate that the procedure is independent of the wave model used. by multiplying by a factor. ",kl,. The value of 2, should be A similar approach was used by Kennedy et al. [2000] sufficient to have a noticeable effect (or influence) on the flor determining inverse depths. The algorithm for retrieving wave height field. We use 2 = 0.1 on the basis of a number the roughness field consists of the following steps.
of test cases.
[li, I. Collect dense measurements of the wave height
A new wavefield is computed with the numerical field over the area of interest at one time.
wave model using the modified friction field. [ij 2. Estimate the background bottom roughness ficld
[27] 3. The normalized change in the predicted wa\c for the region of interest: convergence is faster for an height Hp,, on the output grid (or column n in IM) caused accurate estimate.
by the modified k,, at cell (i,,. ,,) is then given by
[is] 3. Calculate the normalized wave height change relative to Case I (the initial, homogeneous estimate of -the fi-iction field) on the outpul grid associated with a small
perturbation of the bottom 1riction at each point on the analysis grid. This matrix, which has a number of columns and rows equal to the number of cells on the OG and AG, where: H I .,, = the wave height predicted by Case I (Figure 3a) respectively, is the Influence Matrix. 1M. for each cell on the OG and E'AX i maximum value of E. [201 4. Run the numerical wave model with the initial The nomMlizd change ranges from 0 to I. Note that E is bottom friction field (or field updated in step 5) to find the Theti because it represents the strength of the inluence stationary wavefield. friction field is updated in step 5 by using the column in IM Ifor the cell on the OG with the largest error. Steps 4 through 6 comprise the analysis cycle. The number of [2s] The wa,efields computed by the numerical model analysis cycles required is different for each of the cases are dependent on the boundary conditions and bathymetry: discussed in this paper.
therefore it is unnecessary to recompute IM unless these are intentionally changed. For application to the coastal ocean, 3.1. Influence Matrix Calculation IM would be calculated for a steady waveficld using [:i The Influence Matrix, which is calculated in step 3 available bathymetry but it would need to be recomputed of the inversion algorithm, contains no x nio columns and if the wavefield changed during the study interxal. The na x ma rows, where no and mo are the number of cells numerical wave model is run na x ma times (826 for the along the x and v axes on the output grid and na and ma are AG used in this study): of course, these are stationary the axes dimensions of the analysis grid. Each point (i ,) wavefields. which greatly reduces the computations required. on the OG corresponds to a column n in IM, where n =
[so] Each row of IM contains the normalized wave I ... no x mo, and every point (i,,j) on the AG corresponds height changes on the output grid from (4) for the specified a bottom friction change at a single point on the analysis grid. 
0c
[31] After a new wavefield has been computed in step 4 _ 0of the analysis cycle, the wave heights are compared to the 0 observations (control runs in these examples) in order to
Z -5000
modify the bottom roughness length. This step (step 5 of the 0 20000 40000 60000 80000 inversion) is accomplished using the fbllowing procedure, which is repeated until the maximun wave height error is Easting Meters within a specified tolerance.
[32] 1. The wave height error at each point on the 06 is given by
where: H, is the significant wave height from the control 0.01 0.04 0.07
0.10
run (c= 2 through 8; see Table I ); and /-H4, is the wave 15000 -:height computed by the wave model with the retrieved k,, Sfield.
The initial estimate of k, is used on the first iteration. 
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the AG is updated from the previous analysis cycle by [,] This section presents the results of applying the extends from a water depth of 12 m to a depth of 20 m. In inversion method described above to the cases listed in the ocean a feature like this could be due to finer sediments, Table 1 . We will refer to simulations using known friction which would have smaller ripples. The inversion fbr this fields as control runs, which serve as proxies for the dense case is presented in detail. data sets that would ideally be available from remote
[3s] The control run wave heights (Figure 3b ) decrease sensing. We present results for Cases 2 through 8 because landward away from the feature because the increase in 1ts Case I is only used for computing IM. The convergence by shoaling is negated by bottom friction. This cross-shore behavior of the algorithm is evaluated by comparing the distribution is consistent with observations from a natural significant wave heights computed during the analysis to beach with similar incident waves [Egar ei t, 1997]. The those from the control run (synthetic observations). The decreased dissipation over the feature results in higher predicted wave heights are very sensitive to errors in bottom waves closer to the coast. roughness and even small errors can indicate problems, [3)] A plot of/:-'m) (equation (6)) after one analysis cycle requiring examination ofthe retrieved roughness fields. The (Figure 4a) shows that the maximum occurs at the shallow accuracy of the solutions will be examined by comparing end of the feature. The errors are negative over the feature (Figure 2c ). This pattern is more corresponding to the point (i,,,. j,,,) , and (c) the change to the representative of a typical inner shelf and shoreface than the friction field Ak,,. The coastline is on the north side ofthe grid previous cases but it also increases the difficulty of the (top of page).
solution. This bottom roughness field has the greatest effect on the control run wave heights (Figure 3d -0.03 0 0.03 S15000 cases discussed so Car. Wave heights increase at two points 15000 along the shore because of the features; however, neither the ") 10000 features nor the wavefield are symmetric.
[
.1,]
The maximum E,, after one cycle is 0.3 in (Figure 9 ), M 5000
which is much greater than for the previous cases. is consistent with the physical problem; in shallower water, the ratio between near-field wave energy dissipation and Easting Meters far-field dissipation becomes larger; thus the changes in bottom friction that are used in computing IM do not have C a far-reaching influence.
[47] The maximum Ell() decreases to less than 0.03 m atler 800 cycles but the inversion continues until cycle 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.10 1000. The largest errors (Figure 10a ) arc in shallow water 15000 cast of the features. Positive values of Eli(-result from overcorrection ofkb where no differences in bottom friction ) 10000 actually existed. This is caused by the choice of the AG, which spreads the correction from IM over more cells on a) 5000 the 0G. The large error ('33%) suggests that the retrieved ki, Efield should be examined in detail. for ki, is 59% and the standard deviation is 183%. This
Easting Meters result suggests that even sniall errors in wave height can indicate a problem. Furthermore, the mean error is biased by Figure 6 . Case 2: results from the inversion analvsis at the solution for water depths greater than 15 in, where cycle 261. (a) The analysis wave height field, (b) plot ofthe bottom friction has minimal eff'ect on the incident waves. filtered wave height error El,,, and (c) contour plot of ki, This problem demonstrates the limitations of using values. The coastline is on the north side of the grid (top of measured wave heights to infer bottom fliction coefficients page). in deep water where wave heights are insensitive to bottom friction. The maximum wave height error does not decrease than for Case 2, which has no noise in the wavefield. but 0.020 they remain less than for Case 4. [51] It is important to examine the uniqueness of the 0.015 i inversion method with respect to uncertainty in nearshore bathyinetry because water depth is a key parameter tbr Figure 12b ). The wavefield for the , control run (Figure 13a ) has lower wave heights over j SOthe ffiction feature because of increased dissipation by bottom 0.1 friction. The waves are higher, however, over the shoals because of shoaling effects. This can be seen by comparison of the bathymetry in Figure 12b and the waveficld (Figure 13a ) along the western end of the grid at y= 7000 in. [57] The mean and standard deviation for the kt, errors are less than -I% and 15%. respectively, and comparing the retrieved bottom roughness field (Figure I 3d) to the original
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The inversion terminates after 343 cycles with an field (Figure 12a) shows that the largest kj, error occurs in error of almost 0.02 in in tts because the maximurn wave shallow water and is not associated with the unknown height error occurs at a location (i,,j,,) that is not sensitive shoals. This example demonstrates the importance of to changes in the friction field. Application of IM is examining the distributions rather than relying on overall theref'ore not possible because all values for Column n, are statistical parameters. which include errors in deep water as zero. The maximum error of 0.02 m suggests that the well as shallow. Given this precaution, it appears that the observed variation from the control wavefield is not caused inversion recovers the unknown friction feature reasonably by bottom friction only, and thus the retrieved values of ki, well (low-kj, error) while indicating that there arc other should be examined.
important features within the region that affect wave height [541 As with Case 3. the greatest modification of the (high El()). However, as suggested by case 4, whenever the background k, is in the shallowest water. In fact, the wave height error is more than 1% it is necessary to retrieved bottom roughness field (Figure 1ic ) mirrors examine the retrieved bottom roughness field to see if it is the embaymcnt, replacing water depth with smaller values physically realistic. of kj,. The errors increase as the coast is approached and a minimum k, of 0.005 is retrieved. This example demon-6. Discussion and Conclusions strates why a fundamental assumption of the inversion
[5] These results suggest that the approach works well method is that the bathymctry is known.
for friction-dominated areas where swell is the main source Easting Meters the local efTect of water depth on wave height through shoaling. Inversions of the type discussed in this paper C should work therefore as long as the key parameters produce unique Influence Matrices. It is possible to recalculate IM during the inversion procedure in order to reduce the maximum wave height error further but this has not been 15000 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.10 investigated yet.
[61] Equation (8) contains a dimensional constant o that 1must be chosen on the basis of the magnitude of the key 10000 parameter being retrieved. A series of sensitivity analyses 5 on the value ofo were completed, and it was varied over an C 0 order of magnitude. The results of these tests indicate that 0-. the magnitude of a has a significant effect on the speed of 0 convergence but only a minor impact on the final solution.
-5000
with a speed up of 28% between a constant of 0.01 in and a 0 20000 40000 60000 80000 variable magnitude. A larger value means more modification to the friction field with each analysis cycle, which is Easting Meters good for the first few cycles. Thus we can incorporate a lack of knowledge of the correlation between grid points into its [62] The inversion method described in this paper is side of the grid (lop of page). similar to traditional data assimilation approaches but there are important differences. For example, this work is focused on the need to learn more about bottom type rather than improve wave forecasting [Sheremet and Stone, 20031 . This The coastline is on the north side of the grid (top of page).
is a difficult research subject because of the problem of problem is the commitment to development of an adjoint measuring bottom friction parameters in the ocean. Inverse model. Examining basic cause-and-effect relationships does methods that focus on key parameters are important to not require such an extensive approach and may even be identify fundamental relationships between measurable better served by occasionally using different wave models. wave properties and bottom characteristics. Another impor- 
